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KENTUCKY: 'Showers and
scattered thunderstorms, not
as warm today and tonight.
Thursday rather cloudy and
cooler.
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LIONS CLUB HEARS Hopkins To Start Work As
MUSIC PROGRAM BY State Park Official At Ore
COLLEE STUDENTS

BILL TODAY
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Traffic Accidents
Cost Kentuckians
Huge Sums
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F. L. Hopkins. Murray business
man, today was appointed Superintendent of Kentucky Lake State
Park by Mrs. Luc) Smith, state
parks director, after conferring
with H. E. Dahl, park planning engineer.
Mr. Hopkins is a native of Calloway County and has been a resident of Murray since 1932. He is at
present operating Hop's Motel on
North Fourth street.
The zsppointment was effective
May 11, said Hopkins. so he will
egin work inimediately. He plans
to continue running the motel with
the aid of Mrs. Hopkins.
Hopkins spent , six and one-half
years as a construction foreman on
Kentucky dam. He has also had
14 years of experience as construction and millantenance foreman on
state highways.
Hopkins was very happy to accept the appointment.
"It is work that I definitely like:*
he said. "-because it is something
we can leave for. the next generation to enjoy."

Members of the Murray Lions
club were entertained last evening
with a mucical program presented
and John
by Miss Doris Ryar
Cromwell, vocalists. Miss Vivian
Jones accompanied on the piano.
Included on the program were
"My
Is a Silent Violin" and
"A erican Lullaby," Miss Ryan;
GAS TURBINE FOR CARS-Visitors at the British Industries Fair at Birmingham examine
You," and "Night
"Sunrise and
and Day," Mr. Cromwell. As the'
it gas turbine engine for autos. Its inventors claim it will eliminate gears, clutch, radiaconcluding number Miss Ryan and
tor, pistons, cylinders, spark plugs, exhaust fumes and vibration. It weighs 250 pounds,
Mr. Cromwell sang "Love Me ToIs designed to develop 160-brake horsepower, and can be adapted to any type of oil fuel.
night." The final number was especially well presented and drew
hearty applause by the club. Lion
R. L. Putnam introduced the visiting entertainers who are students
of Murray State college.
Dr. Jim Hart was the guest.of A.
H. Kopperud; Lt. Solon Hale, guest
of James D. Clopton: Harold Dy*-Murray's new bus route had a
sart, secretary of the Tappan Stove
short life. John Ghibaudy, manager
Company, Mansfield. 0., guest of
F. L. lispirlari
.Ky..
May
12.
LOUISVILLE,
of'the Murray Transit Co„ anShelby Hadden; Frank Lancaster,
nounced this morning that the
Mrs. Robert Farris Was honored IUP)-About $1,500.000 income tax guest of Isaac Ford.
new run was discontinued Monday on her 85th birthday with a sur- refund checks for Kentuckians are
Lion President Sam McKe. preat noon.
prise dinner last week.
being held up in St. Louis because sented Lion 0. B. Boone with the
After almost two days of continThose present on the occasion
of congress' delay in passing a International Lions Club Key for
uous Forming. said Ghibaudy, the were Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kirkland
outstanding service to the Murray
passengers
only
33
hauled
bus
and daughter Catherine. Miss Mar- deficinecy appropriation. intesnal club.
incompany
an
ceda Morris of Paris, Tenn., Miss ievenue collecter Glenn said towhich gave the
Lion Elliott Wear, chairman of
Exile Mae Rose- Mrs.,Winnie Alexcome cif a little over $2.50.
tie- nominating committee, preWith expenses established at ander, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Fitts
He estimated the balance of the sented the following slate of of$20.00 per day for operating one and children Johnnie and Julia refund of about •25 million to ficers to be voted on at the May
DETROIT, May. 12. (UP -Auto
Memorial services will ,koeobbus, Ghibaudy said that he could Ann,
Indiana and about $1' million to 25 meeting:
served at Coles Camp Grounds
Mrs. Farris received many nice Arkansas.
For President: Leonard Vaughn, workers struck Chrysler plants
not afford to continue the 30-day
Church June 6. Emmett D. BurHaron West, Wesley Waldrop, 0. A. across the nation today in a •vital
trial period, which he orignally cards, flowers and gifts. Her many
keen will speak at 11_00. Dinner
friends and relatives wish for her
Adams;
for
Secretary:
Noel
Meannounced.
84,third-round wage test. idling
GRAIN REVIEW
will be served at 12:00. Singing
The new bus route was establish- many more happy birthdays to
CHICAGO. May 12 'UPi-Grain lugin, W. B. Moser; Tail Twister, 000 persons at once and threateth- will be held in the afternoon. All
come.
Isaac
and
covered
Ford:
Lion
Tamer,
morning
Charles
Saturday
ed
futures moved upward in Price on
ing thousands.
singers are cordially invited to
the major portion of the city both
the Board of Trade today with the Baugh; Assistant Secretary. Henry
At New Castle. Ind, however, come and take part.
SUPER
-TANKERS
Fulton;
Directors
ON
(21,
2-year
WAY
term.
south and north of Main St.
coarse grains leading the advance.
about 3.400 workers in Indiana's
Any 9ne who is unable to attend
PORTLAND, Me. (UPI,- Four
Also discontinued Monday was
Corn and oats carried all futures Bryan Tolley, Otto Swann.
biggest Chrysler plant stayed on and wishes to contribute toward
The list was approved and Lions
the change in the Main Street run. super-tankers that will carry 10.- along to new high ground for the
the job long past the strike dead- the upkeep of the graveyard
Now the bus stays on Main 000,000 gallons of oil a trip are to day on the basis of short supplies, Oliver McLemore, Charles Robertline.
should see one of the following
Street both to and from the city be built in Portland. The huge small shipments and good demand son and Ralph Wear were named
Plant officials said they . were committee:
on the election committee.
square, rather than going by the ships will carry almost double the for the feeder grains
Charlie Lassiter. Hugh Melugin,
It was announced that blank lines mystified by the workers' action.
city hospital on the return trip present normal tanker load and
Wheat opened mixed and failed
Some 63.000 CIO United Auto end Noble Hopkins.
are expected to help ease New to develop any strength until mid- will be placed under each candito town.
date's name on the official ballot Workers walked out of 11 ChrysGhibaudy stated that the Main England's winter fuel problems.
day when prices picked up.
thereby
permitting the voter to in- ler plants in the Detroit area this
alStreet run will be continued
sert
other
choices for the offices. morning. followed by 10.000 in though they are operating at a
Too,
it
was
explained that the club shops in Indiana and California.
loss at present. He intimated that
is again using Iti former method A big Detroit supplier laid off 111
perhaps next, let We other run
of naming the president. first vice 000:- .
may bes tried again.
The strikers, demanding a pay
president, second vice president and
third vice president. The candidate raise of 30 cents an hour in a case ,
receiving the most votes in the which may, set a national indus"President bracket" will become trial wage ,pattern, were orderly
WASHINGTON, May 12 (UP)-Secretary of State George C. MarDETROIT. Mich,. May 12 (11Mpresident; the candidate receiving in most 'instances.
shall today challenged Russia to prove its good intentions by acting now
the next largest vote will become
However. a Chrysler spokesman Kentucky Revenue Commissioner
to end galemates on big international issues.
second vice president, etc.
said pickets entered the company's' H. Clyde Reeves today warned the
Throwing the "peace conference" ball back to the Russians, MarThe Liens club will have a skit Jefferson plant offices and forced nation's truckers riot to attempt to
shall rejected any suggestion that the United States and Russia negotiate in the Veterans' Wives Style Show several hundred supervisory em- evade Kentucky's seven cent a gal'which is to be presented Friday ployes to leave. No violence was Ion gasoline tax.
separately on these issues.
Reeves, in a speech prepared for. ,
Marshall said in a press conference statement that if Russia wants evening in the College auditorium. reported.
WASHINGTON, May 12. (UP1He said the strikers went to the delivery here before the American
to talk settlements, it will have to do so through the United Nations or
Army Secretary Ketneth C. RoyalI
offices in a body and told the Trucking Association, told the
other international agencies where stalemates exist.
said today he will not negotiate
white collar workers and several truckers jhat Kentucky had been
"What we want is action in the fields where action is possible and
a settlement of the railroad dishundred foremen to leave the fair to them by enacting a recipute which forced the government urgently necessary at the present time," he said.
property. The supervisory em- procity statute and by changing
to seizes the lines.
ployes obeyed.
Weight limits on trucks.
The Army has been operating
"Now Kentucky asks you to
Meanwhile, Gov. Kim
Sigler
the railroads since Monday.
ordered Philip Weiss, chairman fair to it by conforming to it,..-Ifiw
L9WD02+, May 12 (UP)-Foreign Secretary Ernest Sevin told the
But Royall's statement did not
of the Michigan state labor media- which require that only 30-gallons
foreclose the possibility that other Howie of Commons today that Britain is opposed to any further "peace"
tion board, to take action against of gasoline may be brought into
government agencies-- as distin- talks with Russia until the Soviet Union puts all its cards on the table,
Camp Campbell, Ky.. May 12. the strikers for violating the state the state tax free:" he said. "There
guished from the Army-eventually face up.
(UP -"H,.ace the Howitzer"1"..ras Bonine-Tripp labor law by refus- might be a tendency to avoid buymay try to negotiate a settlement.
Bevin's statement in Commons came after British political and hauled to the junk heap today as ing to take a normal strike vote ing gasoline in Kentucky," Reeies
In fact. a high official said the
said.
diplomatic circles had expressed concern that any new Russian-American action in "Operations Assembly." before the walkout.
government "may be forced" to
Weise said he ..either would seek
He anted the truckers that the
the nation's largest peace-time milconferences might lead to a new era of appeasement.
with
the
contract
a
new
negotiate
artment woeld station represenitary maneuvers since World War an injunction against the 63.000
strike
whose
three rail unions
II, settled down to harassing Pat- sttekers in Michigan or would tatives on state borders to measure
seizure.
threat led to government
rols by both friendly and "enemy charge,a specific violation of the gasoline if it suspected truckers
Royall said the Army will operlabor law against union members. were attempting to evade purchasguerillas."
ate the railroads under the terms
LAKE SUCCESS, N. Y., May 12 (UPi=Great Britain announced in
Union officials defied the state ing Kentucky gasoline. He said
"Horace" was a 105-millimeter
and 'conditions of employment in the United Nations today that,„it would terminate its mandate over Pal- howitzer which had seen actioo law on the grounds that it does not also the department could cancel
effect when the government siezed estine at 6 p.m. EDT
tomppria,.24 hours earlier than had been an- in Europe during the war and apply to corporations. like Chrys- the -reciprocity agreement with the
the lines.
was a veteran of many experi- ler, whicherfgaged in interstate state in which a trucker has his
ticipated.
There is precendent for the govmental parachute drops. Yesterday commerce.
.,...,, principal place of business if the
contract
ernment negotiating
Chrysler production workers re- trucker did not cooperate.
the big artillery piece was dropwith a union.
ped by twin parachutes from a ported in full force to their jobs
Reeves urged the trucking assoC-82 "Flying Boxcar" plane to 'in Michigan, Indiana and Califor- ciation to work out a voluntary
ROME, May 12 (UP)-Premier Alcide De Gasperi resigned today to Show latest developments in Air- nia plants, the company reported, program to see that the industry .
Luigi Einaudi, new president of Italy. but was to receive immediately born techinque. Unfortunately for but began walking out on or short- cooperated.
"Horace." the parachutes didn't ly before the 10 a.m. strike-deacfa mandate to form a new government for the Italian Republish-5-aThe reciprocity ttx program itOeg..
open this time, and the 6.000 pound line.
into effect June 17. Under it, KenEinaudi.
74-year-old
financial
wizard,
was
inaugurated
as
President
(UM
-ProMay
12
CHICAGO.
Company sources believed that tucky signs agreements with other
while a 21-gun salute sounded and the huge bell of the infant republic weapon wag/se/wrecked.
duce:
a prolonged strike might throw states exempting out-of-state truck-,
Poultry: 16 trucks, the market sounded. Parliament gave him a four-minute ovation after he took _the 'A 3.000-pound "jeep" was dropped by parachute without mishap, another 75,000 auto workers into ers from Kentucky *axes. other
steady. Na price changes.'
oath to "be faithful to the republic and observe the constitution."
idleness by closing the plants of than gasoline, in return for Pike "
however.
Cheese: Twins 44IS, single daiMeanwhile,
additional
troops hundreds of small parts suppliers. exemption for Kentucky'truckers.
sies 47 to 48. Swiss 65 to 68.
continued to arrive by truck conThe revenue commisioner exButter; 511.174 pounds, the marvoy to swell the total of those
plained that Kentucky was forced
ket weak. 93 score 801 . 92 *Core
GIRLS HAVE CHANCE
79i ,90 score 77. carlots 90- score 77,
who
already
had
come to Camp
AMSTERDAM, May 12 1UPI-Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands
to enact the Seven-cent gasoline
89 score 7834.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M. (UP1- fax law because. road building in
announced in a surprise radio broadcast today that,she wnl abdicate landing and truck and train since
last Saturday When the last of Som lettp year good news has the state is unusually expensive.
Eggs: 'Browns and whites mixed) the throne in September in favor of her daughter, Princess'Juliana.
nearly 30.000 troops get on the been presented to women on the He pointed out that Kentucky
34.243 cases, the market steady. ExThe Queen, who will be 68 In August spoke over Radio Hilversum,
scene by late tomorrow, action in campus at the University of New mountains, its numerous rivers and
tras 70 to 80 per cent A 45,
e. to 46.
telling her subjects that she had wished to abdicate some time ago, but the maneuver will
eetras 60 to 70 per. cent A 43 to
switch to small- Mexico. Figures released show its unwept freeze-and-thaw wea444fritanciards 411
/
2 to 42 1-2, cur- that Juliana had persuaded her not to leave the throne until after the unit training operations for more they are outnumbered by men ther made road construction very
rent receipts 41 to 41%, checks 38%. national jubilee for her late in August.
than a week:
.
students, three to one.
expensive.

Murray Bus Company CONGRESS HOLDING
Discontinues New Run UP INCOME TAX
REFUND CHECKS
Happy Birthday

MANY IDLED IN
AUTO WORKERS
STRIKE TODAY

International Situation in Brief

ROYALL REFUSES
TO NEGOTIATE
RAIL SETTLEMENT

Mar:had-Challenges Russian Peace Talk.

Bevin Opposed To Further Peace Talks

HOWITZER JUNKED
AFTER PARACHUTES
FAIL TO OPEN ,

Great Britain To Leave Palestine Tomorrow

Prier Gesperi Resigns

PRODUCE

Queen Wilhelmina To Abdicate
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Coles Camp
Ground To Hold
Memorial Services

KENTUCKY WARNS
TRUCK DRIVERS
TO PAY GAS TAX
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Vol. XIX; No. 281,

City Resident Named
Superintendent 0!
Kentucky 1L-0::Irte'fark

Dr. Hugh Houston
SENATE TO START
Named Officer Of
Group Tuesday DEBATING DRAFT
Murray was chosen yesterday as
the meeting place for the next
semi-annual session of the SouthWASHINGTON, May 12 (UP)▪ western Kentucky Medical Associ- Some 350,000 non-veterans 18ation to be hillAin October.
through 25 would be inducted into
The group is now holding their the armed forces within the next
year if Congress approves a draft
79th annual meeting in Paducah.
At the business session yester- I bill reported to the Senate today.
day, Dr. Hugh Houston. director
Already endorsed by the armed
of .the Houaton-McDevitt Clinic, services committee, the measure
was named secretary-treasurer of will come up for Senate debate
the group.
probably next week.
Other officers elected were presIt calls for drafting about 190,000
ident, Dr. V. 0. Decker, Metropolis, men in the 19-through-25 age group
Ill ; first vice-president, Dr. Hor- for two years of military service. It
ace Pittsworth, Clinton. Ky., sec- also authorizes the induction of
ond vice-president, Dr. Ralph Cash, 161.000 18-year-olds for one-year
Princeton, Ky.
hitches.
The main speaker at the session
Military authorities are hopeful
F.
yesterday was Dr. Charles
that enough 18-year-olds would volWood, Louisville, director of polio
unteer so that no draft would be
clinics in Kentucky. His topic was
necessary for that group. If they
-Orthopedic AsPects and Treatment
enlisted they would be exempt from
of Infantile Paralysis."
the two-year draft, though they
"Medical sience has found no
would still have to put in some
cure for
infantile paralysis and
time in the reserve after they get
has not succeeded in preventing its
•
out of uniform.
spread." he told the assembled
As for veterans, those with at
doctors. He said that it has been
least three months' service between
found that Wit will relieve the
Pearl Harbor and V-J Day would be
pain and muscle spasms. but adout of the draft entirely. Those who
ded that hot packs have no definwere inducted after the "shooting
ite magic theraputic value.
war" ended and stayed, less than
In a paper on arthritis, Dr Gor18 months would have to enroll in
don S. Bottorff, Louisville, told
the national guard or the reserve to
of the importance of early diagavoid the draft.
nosis and warned that what apThe House will begin debate next
often
turns
arthritis
-be
pears to
week on its own draft bill. It is
serious,
out to be something more
similar to the Senate measure, exsuch as tuberculosis.
cept that no 18-year-olds would be
Dr. C. C. Howard. Glasgow, told
called up.
the association that county mediCongressional leaders generally
cal centers should be build, finagree that some form of selective
anced with United States, state.
service will be enacted before Conand county funds. He said that
gress adjourns.
two-thirds of Kentucky is in need
Meanwhile, the Senate met today
program.
such
a
of
to resume debate on the southern
education plan, while the House
took up routine business. The developments:
EDUCATION-Southern senators
may agree to shelve the Regional
University Bill in an effort to duck
a showdown on the civil rights
FRANKFORT, May 12 -Traffic issue. The measure would authoraccidents are costing Kentuckians ize southern states to pool their reover 2100.000 per month in property sources to set up higher education
damage, a report by the Kentucky facilities for Negroes. But Sen.
Department of Highways safety di- Wayne Morse, R. Ore.; has threat• ened to make President Truman's
Vision srainarzed today.
The division said since ianuary entire civil rights program a rider
1 it has received reports of 1,318 ac- to the bill unless it is sent back to
cidents which caused a total prop- committee. The southern bloc callerty damage of $535,753. Reports of ed a meeting this afternoon to defatailities received during the four- cide what to do.
UN-Senate President Arthur H.
month period totaled 107.
Last month the division handled Vandenberg wants the Senate to
reports of 203 accidents on Ken- get on record as favoring restrictucky's highways. including 31 'fa- tions on the UN veto power and
talities and, .property damage to- as supporting mutual defense pacts.
He hoped a resolution to that effect
taling $171.600*.
Commentirig.on traffic safety, the would be approved by his foreign
report cited driver education as relations committee before nightan effective means of reducing fa- fall
FARM PROGRAM-Sen. George
talities on the highways.
D. Aiken, R., Vt., said he's sure
President Truman will go along
with the Senate agriculture cornmittee's long-range farm bill. That
he said, is why the committee is not
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKgoing to hold up its report on the
YARDS, Ill., May 12 (UM (USDA/
bill for the farm message Mr. Tru-Li vestbck:
man has promised to send to CapHogs 12,000; all salable as compared with 10.000 yesterday. Weights itol Hill this week. Aiken is the
over I7Cr Ws 50 to $1.00 mostly 75e committee's ranking Republican and
lower than Tuesday's average; slow head of a subcommittee that draftat decline. Lighter weights 25 to ed the farm measure.
COMMUNISI%-The CIO criti50c lower: sows. steady to 25c lower. Bulk good and choice 170 to 240 cized the House Communist-.on.
lbs. 20.75 to 21.50; top early 21.7' trol sill on the ground that it "viofor two loads. 240-270 lbs mostly lates the very freedom . . . it pur19.25 to 2075; 270 to 300 lbs 17.75 ports to safeguard." Under the bill.
300 to 425 lbs 16.25 to 17.75; it said, organizations would be punto 1925:.
100 to ished for -political opinions," ra130 to 150 lbs 18.25 to 2050:.
120 lbs 15 25 to 17.50; sows 450 lbs ther than for "overt acts of disloydown 15 75 to 14.50: over 450 lbs alty."
SECRETS-The Navy asked Con14.75 to 15.75; stags 11 to 13.
Cattle 2,300; salable 2,000: cal re- gress for help in preventing disceipts 1.200, all salable. Around 20 closure of secret military codes
loads of steers offered with a rela- and intelligence activities. It sugtively liberal percentage of light gested a law imposing stiff penalbutcher steers and heifers on sale. ties for such disclosures.
Approximately 30 per cent of receipts cows. Opening trade fairly
TRUCK CAN TARE IT
active and full steady.on all classes
• with vealers $2 higher. Small lots
CLINTON, Mass (UP)--A city
good and choice steers up to
with several loads and lots good to owned truck plunged over an emchiiice steers 30 to 32: good and bankment, careened off a tree
choice heifers and mixed yearlings stump, bounced and jogged over
28_50 to 31.50; some held higher. stones and, water holes, and came
Good cows 24 to 25; common and to • screeching stop in the town
medium eltura 20 to 23, canners and dump, 100 feet below the level of
cutters 15.M to 19.50; medium to the highway. Unperturbed, the
good bulls, largely 23.50 to 24.50; driver. Joseph Gill, 23. shifted into
a few to 25. Good and choice veal- first gear and drove out of the
ers 28 to 32; common and medium dump7The truck was not damaged.
18 to 26.
•
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PCBLISHED BE THE
COnsolidattbn of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. and
Mr. and Ithe S J. Whitaker left
Tunes-Herald. October 20, au,and the West Kentuckian January 17, 11142 Tuesday
Marlow,
morning for
efter-a-v-asit -w-itis -Mee W
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
aker's ',nether, Mrs. Mayme RanJAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
dolph.
Published afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4tb St.. Murray( KY.
•
Rev. and Mrs. Robert E. Jarman
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
.Second Class Matter
are in Louisville to attend the State
Convention of Christian Churches.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year. 9330, elseMrs. S. G.. Burnett of Florence.
where $5.50.
—
Ale., is the guest of her cousin
NATIONAL REPRe.SENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Sterick Miss Emily Wear, Mrs. C. R. F
Builditig, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan
rs.
of .the Concord Road, and'
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
,
4E/street.
Ronald Churchill 301 M4
• •
tildren have
Mrs. F. A. Pugh an
n. f011owing a
returned to Erin.
brief visit with her parentaT"Mr.
mb, 301 North Fifth
end Mrs. Rob
THE EF-NTUCKV PRESS ASNOl'IATION
street.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
'or Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
These visiting in the home cf
at our readers.
MV and Mrs. Pat Caraway and
ughter Sunday were Mr. and
Wednesday Afternoon, May 12, 1948
Mrs. Dune Waldrop and daughter,
Mrs. Lula Caraway and daughters,
Mr. and Mns Odell Orr and famil ,
nd
and Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jun
daughter.
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EDITORIAL_
SSOCIATtON

Mail Clerks Shudder When New Congredrs‘
Sugests Super Special Delivery For Less
By HARMON W. NICHOLS
eendied 772.185.070 'pieces of Airrailed rre....---statt Carraspandent mail in 1947.
de Sara
$540011 000 Tht left our Uncle
WASHINGTON, May .12 UP)
-1
-burlap for almost
hoiceng t
Congress • is considering the pos- $19.000.
which the prtee of
sibility of giving us a jet-propellstamp didn't cover in 'expenses.
ed mailman.
itc all the starn,p. collect°
It's the idea of Cong. Hal Youngying up new issues.
blood. The handsome, black-haired
e proMaybe if the price of
representative • f r o
freshman
posed Air-speceil stain were hikMichigan admits he is Just sort
ed to around 20 centi. he suggestfeeling his • way around the
ed. the post offtce department
bee.
would go along. Everybody wants
And yesterday. he called some
to implore the service.
sub- I
witnesses before his ho
eired Paul M. Castiglioni.
committee on post office nd civil ,
next wetness. said by egellaa
service. He wanted so
reaction
he sure did
to H R 455. his bill %"prov
-I've quit using specidl delivery
tra
rue(
the most expeditio
altogether." he said. "It's faster
non on first class
•
got what he without it."
BPRther Youngki
unan even gene. The faithful post office workers
Gaited for The
his bill a coo e of sharpe raps. lit the committee room blinked
and winced all at once. •
t that later.
But more
Send two letters to New York
man. in his bill.
g
The
15-cent stamp for a at the same time. said Mr. C. one
sue
1 ar w ghir.g an ounce or lesi, Air-special and one plain Air
with th mad getting there by the What happens• Both get there
terne—sonsetimes
sPeeei delivery on the other end. about the same
. Mr. Youngblood. looked _the. straight Au-mad ahead of the
F
do n at the audience importantly special. Special delivery, fingerm the Chairman s seat, read a wagged the witness, needs a geed
taterhent He said he thought overheulieg.
The postman Itinself. in the per4755 was just what the people
nerd After ari. it was his BILL! son of George Warfel. appeared
Then: "Any witnewiesr he ask- next. lies President of the Nationtha din al Association of Special Delivery
ed. cupping hit ear
4
he knew was corning. The wail messengers
His boys, he said, brave the wind
started among some people from
the Post Office Department. It, and the rain and an average of 30
anti-spectate - delivery boys per
was a long low wail
What Is the ciea of cutting OUT route to get the mails through.
poatal rate by three cents. De- They want to see more business in
'minded white-haired Nelson B. the form of more. specials: Which
Wentzel, the Deputy third assist- would mean hiring more meseenant pr.'s...master General? What. in- ltersMr. Warfel said that would be
deed!
with littrintt woad. he said
, can
-We now get—III eerits - Tormail-special.- said' he "Pittance I attract a lot of lace fellows into
.enuiteh That's a nickel for Air- I the interesting special delivery
mad and 13 cents for special. And;- business. Way it is now, most of
'ern are. classified as "temporary
we lose dough. an that."
Mr Wentlel adjusted his cheat- employes.- - •
"Thee don't hese their heart in
ers and read from the debit side
of the ledger. The post office their work."' the postman said.

LETTER TO EDITOR

Mr. and Mrs CotWard Malcom.
and daughter
-young-Jackie ofID
have been
visiting
parents Mr. and Mrs.
Hard
urd of near Hazel. Martin
on accompanied them home.
• •
Laura Jeanette Curd, John Curd
and son ..Hardy Philip of Evansville. Ind.. have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Hardy Curd.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Paschall
and daugeter Patricia s and Mrs. J.
I. Thomas of Nashville. Tenn..
visited Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Paschall on Mothers Day.
•'
'M.S. Ralph • Wear is Visiting a
sister. Mrs. Torston Lundstrom.
and Dr. Lundstrorn in Fletcher. N.
C. Enroute. she was joined by an,
qther'sister. Mrs. Kenneth Stringer.
at Danville, Ky., who accompanied
her.
•
••
Bob Parker. former resident of.
the East side. is in„Murray and the
ceunty for a visit. He spent the
winter with his son. Mark Parker
and family ill'Alberquercitnn
at
Maurice_Brausa and family have
manned to their home in Clanton,
Ala after a visit with his parents.
Mr and Mrs. R. E..Brausa; Borth
Fifth street.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. Titsdorth
will muse June 1. to. their new
home recently purchased. C44 South
Ninth street.
• •

Ed Settle, of the Belk-Settle Co.
will return Friday from a business
trip to Charlotte. N. C
• •

Roxie Waterfield has returned to
hx,.tteen in Ihdianapolis. Ind. Ve
seas called here due to the illness
of his niece Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker.
••
Ray Cable. of tne Cable Motor
Corn,pany. underwent an appendectomy Friday. He expects to be
discharged from the hospital Wednesday or Thursday,
not run through the heart, which
lies anterior to the muscle. while
the foot is small or even entirely
absent, as a result of the sedentary life."
Oysters are accused of not being
good esieept during "R" months.
Experts say this is sheer blasphemy.

f

By CARL MYRIAM!
Coated Trees RPorhs Writor
NEW YORK. May 12. (UP)—
Winning 30 games in a season is
an ambitious chore, one unaccomplishe-d since Dizzy Dean turned
the trick with a an.; record on
the 1934 Cardinal staff. and Indian
Attie Reynolds wasn't optimistic
today- about coming up with a
record with the Yankees.
"A guy would have to go every
fourth day. rain . or shine, and then
he would have to be lucky." Reynolds said. Of course I have been
lucky so far."
But Heynolcisi who won't be Used
every other day in relief as
Dean was in 1934. still looks like
he might be a good bet to come
close to Dizzy's mark. And he will
get the luck that he insists is part
Of the deal if the Yankees eeep
backing him up as they did yesterday in their 4 to I triumph over
the Cleveland Indians. In that
game Reynolds scored his filth
straight win to build up his record
as top pitcher in the majors.,
He was . good, but he was also
lucky as he scattered nine hits
and would have had a shutput
hut for Ken Keltner's fourth inning
homer. a rwmer' which by the way.
was Keltnees 10th of the season.
putting him ahead of Babe Ruth's
1927 record-setting season. Ruth,
who got his unequalled 80 homers
in .thet year, didn't get his 10th
homer then until May =.
Reynolds, at his present pace.
could start 40 or more games and
if he keeps up without interruption, might make that magic 30game mark_
The Red Sox got squared around
at the expanse of the laggardly
White Sox, breaking a five game
losing sneak with an 8 to 0 victory
in which Jack Kramer intched
six-hit ball and gave no walks
and Vernon Stephens hit two,
homers. Bobby Doerr also hit
a homle.
The Philadelphia Athletics regained the American League . lead
under the lights at Philadelphia
with an 11-inning 3 to 2 sictory
over the Browns. the niieth win
in a row for the A's. But victory
didn't come gloriously. Pete Suder's walk with the bases loaded
forced in Ferris Fain with the winning run.
In the other night game. Vic
Wertz' two triples gave Detroit a
4 to 1 decision over Washington
at Washington.
The Phils made it three in a row
over the Reds at Cincinnati. main-

.

Melugin Standard
Station

•

Mountain View News

Hellneverybody! Ole Lone Hand
is right heriewith more news.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Self and
.daughter and son Pearl and Bill
Self visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Walker and children Mary Ann. Shirley and baby Thomas Jerald, Friday afternoon. Little Thomas Jerald it a ling" boy riow,n,..1 guesshe will weigh all of 6 or /PotIntis.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy counts have a
nice bunch of baby chicks.
Mothers Day has come and none
and I spent the day with.my mother.
0. J. Fulcher visited his,dauehter and her family Saturday afternoon.
Misg Ethel Fulcher and her nephew Bill Ray Self visited Mr. and
Mrs. Wilford Wallace and children
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Self and children Pearl and Bill spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Orville
Fulcher.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Fulcher and
daughter and son Ethel and Joe
Edd'Fulcher spent all day Sunday
with their daughter Mrs. Richard
Self and her husband and chitdren.
Miss Joan Weatherford and her
cousin Peggy Ann McDongal visited little Joe Edward Fulcher Saturday.
MILIALD-SOURNAL COUPANY
I'm sorry to learn that Juanita
Pearl Self has a severe cold. I
hope she soon gets better.
Mrs. Bytha Self ande daughters
Carrie Louvine Self and Clara
visited Mrs. Juanita Self and two
children for a while Saturday
morning.
ly due to the efforts of Del &Mut
Minus Morris, Ruth Fulcher,
who hit a homer, two doubles and
Toby Runyon and Margie Fulcher
a single in a 4 to 3 triumph. It n'ere
Sunday evening visitors of
marked the fifth straight loss fpr. Mr. and
Mrs.- Richard- Self and chilthe Reds who went deeper into dren
Pearl and Bill Self.
the National league cellar. Relief
Mrs. Eula Hurt visited
her
pitcher Ed Heusser. 'third of three daughter Mrs.
Dorothy Kimbro last
Philly pitchers, was the victor.
Sunday week
. New York at Chicago and Boston- at St. Louis in the National
See or Call
were rained out.

Reynolds Scores Fifth Straight Win
For Yankees As Top Pitcher In Majors

trzbiin,,_

4 •

TOUR GUM"

YESTERDAY'S STAR—Del Ennis of the Phi's, who hit a homer,
two doubles and a single in a 4
to 3 victory over the Reds.
CIVIL SERVICE JOBS
The Executive Secretary.. Board
of U. S. Civil Service Examiners
for the Department of Agriculture.
623 North Second street. Milwaukee
3. Wisconsin. announced today that
applications will be accepted at
that office until further [twice for
positions as Meat Inspectors, Livesteck Inspectors. and Virus-Serum
Inspectors in the Bureau of Animal
Industry. These positions pay initial salaries of $2166 a year. with
periodic increases for satisfactory
work until the maeinsum salary of
$2619 a year is reached. The vacancies are in the States of Illinois.
Indiana. Kentucky, Michigan. Ohio
and Wisconsin
In addition to certain experience
requirements, all applicants will be
given 3 written test
Application forms and further information may be obtained from
the Executive Secretary . at the
above address or at any first- or
second-clans post of(i,ce.
MAKE HISTORY PAY
LINIEROCK.R. I n(UP0—The history of this historic village where
the Nipmuck Indians of New England once held their tribal councils
is being written by boys of a
local Scout cub pact. They wrote
their history to rgise money for
baseball equipment.

Electric Wiring
and Service,

White & Whitnell

WE HAVE IN STOCK

RADIATORS AND CORES
For all ponder makes and model cars. Let us clean
and repair your old radiator. We also do general
'auto repair work.

PIERCES GARAGE
East Wood St.

And Radiator Service
PARIS, TEN N.

Phone 206
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MEMORIAL SERVICES TO BE HELD
AT COLES CAMP GROUND .
Memorial services will be observed at Coles Camp
Ground Church

,

Sunday,'Tune-6 —

Emmett D. Burkeen will speak at 11:00. Dinner
will be served at 12:00. Singing will be held in the
afternoon. All singers are cordially invited to come
and take intl.

•

NUE

Anyone who is unable to attend and wishes to
contribute toward the upkeep of the graveyard
should set4 one of the following committee:
CHARLIE LASSITER
HUGH MELUGIN
NOBLE HOPKINS

COME IN AND LET US GIVE YOU A COMPUTE
DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS

CALL 101

T2PP1111
621‘iy#

Hazel, Ky.

Lth

A•

FLANARY'S
GROCERY
You will use with your
new range a long time
--so we suggest you
shop and compare. Sec
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
hours easier-more enjoyable. Famous
for its beauty, your new Tappan
will be the envy of your friends.

411 South 4th St.
For
STAPLE GROCERIES
Lunch Meats
Vegetables
Fruits
Cold Drinks
Tobaccos
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AIRLENE GAS COMPANY, Inc.
105 North Fourth Street

PHONE 588-W

Phone

1177

HOWARD JONES, District Manager

Yr
.1u
Ye

STEELCRAFT CRUISERS

A BC Washers. A.B. Apartment Electric Ranges. Electric
Irons, and hmall Appliances.

lc
re

LENGTH 26' — BEAM'9/
1'
11

DRAFT 2/
1
2
'

.
re

JONES ELECTRIC
SHOP

c

Lynn Grove. Ky:
Boyd Jones, Owner

Welded Steel Hull

'is

20 DEGREES COOLER

Safe - Roomy

HAVE A COOL HOUSE DAY and NIGHT
INSULATE Will!

_ _INSUL - WOOL
---PRonded Guarantee)

_

HOLMAN ENSULATION CO.
314 Se. $(1i, 'ii.
Free Estimates

PADUCAH. RE.

Phone 5.923
Collect

SPECIAL VALUE

DEMCASTRATION BY ARFOINTME.NT
WilITC-

LAYS MODEL
ye

INCREASE YOUR RIDING
COMFORT, SEAUTIPY YOUR
CAR, AND PROTECT YOUR utHOLSTER.
/ FOR GREATER TRADEIN VALUE. MOST POPULAR
MODELS Sit 551 T0 $23 TS PLUS
INSTALLATION,

Stimson Lumber Co.
HICKMAN,KENTUCKY
Dealers West Kentucky

TAIL011111, TO

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
Sat 'Maple

Ph-me 9?
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wash
autoi
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Before you buy or Range

For
CONCRETE FOOTINGS
and FLOORS
BLOCKS for WALLS and
BUILDINGS

44-
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Mr. and Mrs. Nick Wyatt visited on reading our goocrold Ledge'
Mr. and Mrs Pete Self and family Times arid you will keep °ICI.
last SiiiitUy week. - -Prentice -Scott -inn 1!!lotmlatit- View,- -So him'
—Lone Hand
also was S gut in the Self 1109le
that day. _aas.,,Tney
Folks, Lone Mu nag run out Abe OW' mimeo
of nett!' for now. Every body keep OA the busses.'
a

freares

SUNDAY WAS MOTHERS DAS' I daily pay to the cnristeutinnal limit
(1 $6.00 per day on load wcrk Mast
counties have been getting that for
M"tnels DAy ha born
l many' year..
annually for several years. now'
comes Fathers Day.
Of course a Maatrate :n overMothers Day was a beatniful day.
bat 54 years ago last Sunday ,/ sing the reids hat to furnish his
think it was/ the ground froze and own transpertation and be away
Oysters are often mistaken for
all veginaion was killed, including from his own home or private
clams The clam is a 'Tridacria Gigleaves an trees which were as large business. Some doubt tnevalue of
as. The oyster is a Lemellibranas now. Wheat was loreinng out their service, however' merinbees_ni
and jointing Many farmers plow- the Legislature gets $15.60 per day chiate. No decent Leincliihrandead aith a
ed it under and planted -cairn. how- ter many days- ntedoublIel service. cheate would be seen•
ever thnse leavieg if stand made an We must have supervision of Tridanca Gigas.
Pearls can be prodUced by tickaverage crop. The wheat suckered county roads and the macatrate•
out from .the ground and made arc the connitutional.nfficers:
ling a bi-valves belly The Jain
It seems to be a public privilege do it. Put a piece of sand inside
wheat
gardens were replanted.
Out. the to critic-ire any public servant ex- the shell The oyster
corn god potatoes grew.'
forms a pro:wheat fields would haya burned cep: r.ne's self when he happens t!, tective coat around et to halt the
be in office.
user.
itching. This then becomes the
to tagnens Ferry! I want to compliment your daily ,pearin Don't dash right
Wen. the
out and
nellnntfal
liftptrived.
llraTV1 infs-tietne
linen that cal. start Working on your Wife's Chris
for this need job
be had in Murray. tmas gift It takes five years. And
The Fiscal Court has increased
T 0. TUIRWIR •
it may miscarry.
.
Fore -2.500 years. oyster itie(Ils
have been accumulating' on the
bottom ol Mobile Bay. NCAW they
are tieing used in chicken feedlime. cement, insulation, paint
varnish, and road, beds.
-Russia rreentty• intitiriced -Vint
Fea-aing productro
-n- center.
-4UP(-0ysters are sometimes call- • Seed oysters
first **spat': the Black Sea oyster was Superior
cd.nbivalves of the Larnellibranehi which float film-like on the stir- to the British and French Mollusk.
Making no mantson of the Mobile
lace, Be-coming -teed
elks.% But riot often.
°eaters
Bay producç.
The oyyter-fs a baffling- crusta- they sink to the boetorn and latch
Mobilians immediately Os rushed
cean which changes sex when an- on to something steady.
neiyed This is no concern of cans.
Two state leoats currently- are for their musket*. Calling far Joel
Nan( leave that to some iinderwater planting the seed. In five years to 'lift the iron curtain eiff Mobile,
e llaey scornfully poet-tad
kimscni.
'they'll be what. Mobiliane more
nen
Many
crops are now ,commonly refer loess "Heaven on out that culls and discards there:
being harvested. But the 1946 ()ri- the half-shell." Oyster -erupt are were superior to the finest French!
and British oysters.
te r crop ii only three-fourths .; just like corn Or wheat. They
_
I must have proper care and corplanted..
State • conservation dinector Bert rect prepagation-It isn't easy being an ortter.
E Thomas said about 25.000 of
FOR A WORLD OF
40.060 barrels of seed oysters had Older oysters try to kill them.
SERVICE
been sown in Alabama waters re, Bugs and fish attack them. Shifting,, sands and marine growtn
cently
Batteries,
Thomas the state's numebr one mother ihem. Storms, hot west- Atlas Tires. Tube.,
oyster gateman, sird last year's . her, cold weather, also spell &Aim. Complete ONE-STOP Service
Sometimes they starve to 'dea'h
72.739 barrel crop brought in over
I' 1.
STAN DAR Hi.OIL Products
because 'they aren't any diatoms.
.
.
other microscopic life to eat
SOCienAJStS . who thinriped its bot-_
torn and felt its -pulse. say Mobile An adult oyster. may lay 100.000bay is completly recovered. from 000 eggs a season, without half
the September hurricanes nwhich trying.
There are 70 species' of' ovate,•
lit Main
Phone 404
almost killed the oysters. that
laid the golden eggs.. They de- Few people know that oysters air
clared Alabama could become the peculiar in that the' initiating:, del I

All Is Not Pear l In The Life Of An
Oyster, Mobile Farmers Find Out
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and save Money

EES

us clean
general

FIELD SEED-Let us supply your USED WASHING MACHINES for
needs. We carry complete stocks sale-Dill Electric Company, across
of Hybrid Corn, open Pollinated from Post Office. Phone 879. M18c
Corn, Clovers, Grasses, Sudan,
Soya Beans and Peas. We have -FOR SALE-1938 model Hudson for
one of the mostcomplete lines of $300. Can be seen,at Texaco SerS
Garden and Vegetable Seed of vice Station, 15th and Maio,
any store in West Kentucky-Ross
Feed Company, Murray, Ky., Tel.
M 15 cp
101. We deliver.

For Sale
FOR SALE - Thor wringer type
washing machines, $134.95. Thor
automagic, $199.50, dish washer
unit for Autornagic, $69.50-Barnett & Kerley, next to Bank of
M28c
Murray.

,one 206

SEWING MACHINE REPAIRS - ROUGH LUMBER-Poplar, oak
Also some new Singer sewing ma- All lengths,
uniform widths, thickchines for immediate delivery. Mo- ness. Accurately sawn-John A.
tors, buttonholers and parts avail- Nance, Nance Bras., New Conable. Write Singer Sewing Center cord.
Ml2c
in Mayfield, Ky. Then you can be
sure of'famous Singer service. Ex- PIANOS-New Starr spinet $485.00
pert singer repairs and genuine up. Used pianos $135.00 and up.
Singer parts. We 'repair other Free delivery anywherd - Harry
makes, too! Reasonable charges. Edwards, 808 South 5th Street, PaEstimates furnished in your home ducah, Ky.
in advance.
Ju2c
FOR SALE-Pianos. One small studio size, practically new. Other
good ones from $120.00 up--A. W.
Wheeler, 517 South Third Street,
Mayfield, Ky. Phone 397-W. Ml2c

IELD

C are

Dinner
I in the

•

O come

WEED
NO
MORE
Cleans

WEEDS

out

DESTROY TERMITES. Free inspection. All work guaranteed.
References
prices.
Reasonable
furnished. Frank McKiney, P. 0.
M24p.
Box 471, Mayfield, Ky.
WE SPECIALIZE in COUNTRY
plate
HAM, steaks, chops and
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Rudy's Restaurant.

4‘

Notices

,

of

CORN
Don't buy any 2,4-D weed killer
until we give you all the facie on
Agricultural Weed-No-More per/a-mance. Get our free bull..tinal
•

Taylor
Implement Co.

.1

HEATING and SHEET METAL
Cotham, Maple
WORK-Freed
M25c
St. Phone 661.

-LET JOHNSOM,APPLIANCE CO.
service your Matag with genuine
Maytag parts. Will pick up and
COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION
Ju7c
deliver.
-Any type for any Purpose. See
our line before you make a pur- EXPERT SEWING MACHINE SERchase. Special discount on home VICE. Fourteen years experience,
freezers-Barnett & Kerley. Phone qualifies me tb extend to you the
135.
service
sewing machine
available. Have your old treadle:
FOR SALE-Fryers, dressed or unconverted into a new style cabdressed. Phone 950-W-3 to place
Prices reasonable.
inet electric.
Ml2p
your order.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Telephone
-F c
j
FOR SALE-Furniture, 3 rooms 1120-J. 708 Main
furnished complete. A- real buy.
Must sell this week- See Ralph
Ml2p
White, Kirksey, Ky.

AGRICULTURAL

Sheg to
.veyard

I

Services Offered

FOR SALE-Bready garden tractor NOTICE-On and after the 14th day
with all attachments. Used very of April, 1948, I will not be resM13c ponsible for debts contracted by
little. Call 90 or 410-J.
other persons than myself-W. E.
W-M12c
FOR SALE-24-inch attic fan, used 'Crider.
one summer-,208 Elm. Telephone
MI3p INCREASE YOUR PROFITS 'with,
1166-W.
HELM'S APPROVED CHICKSFOR SALE-18-foot house trailer, Officially Pullorum Passed, holder
First
sleeps four, ideal -for lake.
three world records, official rec$275 buys it. North 8th St. Phone ords over 300 eggs. Free Brooding
M13p Bulletin. 100 per cent live arrival,
1157-M.
postpaid.-Helm's Hatchery, PaduFOR SALE - Martins Premium
Sept. p
cah, Ky.
Ethyl. 27 1-2 cents, all tax paid.
Motor
Free one quart Marco Penn
STRAWBERRIES-Bring containOil with each drain. Buy 4 qts, ers and pick them at 10c per galget 5 qts. Popular brand cigarettes. lon. Near Outland School house.
15c with purchase-Martin Oil
lp
-Robert Steele.
Co., 2nd and Main Sta., Murray.
Ju8c
Ky.

IN -

showed curiosity about men
Jerky Movements times
in the water, but ao long as the
sway or waded slowly and
In Water Attract latter
with even movements they were
aer attacked. However, once
Sharks, Barracuda when
one man was seized with

He has been slightly more than
terrific. For in addition to those
round trip blasts, the cigar-smoking infielder who dotes on gulf and
bowling is clipping the apple at a
neat .365 clip,
• To those who know him,t's no
surprise that Keltner is roaring
back. He always had the moxie.
When he was in the American As134•A• ov Sawa 1•60.•• 56,*coo I
sociation the pitchers u4ed to dust
him off so much he began to think
about putting sliding pads in the
heat of his pants. But Ken stood
right up there in the face of those
blazing fast balls.anWeontiuued to
By OSCAR FRALEY
take his cut.
•,
as a matter of fact.
three
jars'
By
United Press Sports Writer
And he's taking it now, with a
- A change of scenery for the Clevevengeance. They had the halter on
NEW YORK, May 12 (UP)- land club wdrIted what amounted to
him a long time, using him in the
Milwaukee
the
1or
miracle
minor
.a
schedule
the
of
ahead
days
Eleven
set by Babe Ruth when he hit his re- man who, before the Atm started,
cord 60 home runs, Ken Keltner of was being written off as has-been.
ague
the Cleveland Indians was just The tribe rotmerly played in
swingin' down the lane today with Park with some of its games •
absolutely no thought of shattering Cleveland,Stadium.
ht may help sleepless.
Slack-Draug
the mark compiled by the Bambino.
Keltner is a left field hitter. But ness' It
the only reason you can't sleet,
"I'm jos, having a little luck." the that was a mighty poke at League is becaulepf constipation- Black-braught.
rugged third baseman allowed. "I Park so he was ordered to swing for the rrieadft laxative, is usually prompt
as directed.
the short right field fence. But now and thorough when taken less
don't have any big ideas."
• dose.
It costs only a penny or
But while the accepted home run the Indians play in Municipal Stad- That's why It has 'been a best-seller
titans-Ted Williams. Ralph Kiner. rum where all the walls are equi- With four generations. If you are troubled with such symptoms es loss of
l
Johnny Mize and such-wallowedidistant.
appetite, headache. nowt 'Musick flatuin his wake, Keltner was denting the
So Ken is doing what comes na- knee, physical fatigue, sleeplessness,
bleachers with riotous regularity. turally, swinging away and pulling mental haziness, bad breath-and if these
His 10'round trippers in le games a lot of pitches right out of the symptoms are due only to constipationfor
then see what Black-Draught may do
was by far the best effort in the ma- park.
you. Oct a package today.

hit and run and ordering him to
CARLSBAD, N. M. (UP)-Curiswing to right. It kept him off the osity killed a cat. Someone saw the
all star team and it hurt his hit- feline stumbling down the street
ting.
with a spagetti can encircling its
But everything's all right now!
-Feline exterminator."

1-11111 giver
4-Visited
6-Resort.
13,-To copy
13-Wollbound
14-Game played on
borseback
Si regret
17-Aleutian Wand
IS-Purposes
19-Cosy Telmer
21 -Sondage
24-Igan's
27-In direction of
29-Oreedy
20-Lath
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39-LIke a totem
43-Serenity
44-Boot
47-Portal
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52-Coin of India
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DOWN
I-Loose coat
2-Enciosed
3-Travels
4-Spiteful woman
6-Brew
6-8uppiled with
men
7-To go In
II-Quarrel
9-City in Germany
10-High Imus I
11-French coin
16-Land to water
20-Way of doing
things
32-Elacred boots of
Persia
23-To contend
25-mountains
211-Bird's home
37-Part of China
28-annexe weight
21-Extreme
Milanese,
33-Arms
34-10 observe
36-Full of vapor
40-Body of water
4I-To swindle
43 Ages
43-Single Ilene
46--Cirl s name
47-To obstruct
46-42tnrils thing
50-11,1r of raw
51-Priniene
measures

Today's Sports Parade
•

UP FREDERICTON, N. B
Sharks and Barracuda are Aimulated ta rush in and bite when there
is rapid, jerky movement in the
water,,-'especially if it is accompanied by spilt blood, states Bruce S.
Wright, director of the Northeastern
wildlife management institute, with
headquarters here.
During the wac,, Mr. Wright
was in command of the British
sea re•:,•onnaissance unit, and so
had ample opportunity to watch,
the behavior of these dangerous
lish. The observation which he will
leport in the forth coming issue
of the Journal of Wildlife managers
nient were all made in the Bahamas.
Both sharks and barracuda some-

cramps wo.le swtinniing, a barr.cuda rusqui in and was apparerely
about to attack wnen help arrived.
The big predator fishes also atiacked readily when there was
jerky movement accompanied by
blood, as when fish were injured,
qr on one occasion when a man
in the water wounded a shark
with a spear. In the latter case a
barracuda wtnt after the shark,
but was not able to kill it, for the
shark was seen later and identified oy the spear wound.
Blood in. the water, unaccompanied .by rapid movement, failed
to excite either sharks or. barracuda, on two occasions when it
was deliberately tried.
CURIOSITY ILILL/VAT

44WWIimlwitearaellmIalfer

We Now Have A

FEED MEI
For the mixing of Hog and Cattle Feed
Bring in your feed and let us mix it in the way
that you want it.

Can hack-Draught
Nik) Sleeplessness?

WE CARRY A FULL. UNE OF

Wayne Feeds
For Chickens, Hogs and Cattle

T. R. LASSITER
HAZEL, KY,

Wanted

FOR SALE-Water heater and tank
FOURTH and POPLAR 9ts.
with fittings. One .inside door in
Telephone 890
good condition. Phone 584-W. 1004 WANTED-Clean used cars. We pay
M 1$c top prices- Lawrence Used Car
West Kain.
M14c
Lot. 201 Maple. Phone 150.

IATION

More, possibly, than he ever
dreamed of. Because his best previous mark for an entire season was
26 in 1938. his first* full season in
the tepee. At the ,rate he's going
it could be teriific.
That pace just about assures him
of being the comeback kid of 1948.
For Kellner, although one of the
best in the American League for
years. had a rough time getting
back into forth after spending 1945
in the Navy. He hit a weak .241
in 1946 and belted only 13 homers-a figure he almost has matched in
the first 16 games this 'year. And
he raised that batting average to
only .257 last season.
So the Indians brought up this
spring from Oklahoma City a sensational rookie named Al Rosen
who batted an impressive .349, a
fine mark even in the Epworth
league. A lot of them were wilting the Keltner obituary.
But Rosen is back in the Minors
now. The Indians found a guy
named Kenner.

Asintrrn 10 PREVIntis •t.rw1 It

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

Calling Her Shots

NNW

'hone 1177

(BEHIND THAT BILLBOARD

For Rent

JUST TELL US HOW MUCH CASH YOU NEED
WE WANT TO SERVE IOU .. YES INDEED

Inc.

IS THE MEANEST, NASTIEST
GOAT IN TOWN,/;
_

FOR RENT-3-room apartment, unfurnished, College View addition.
lc
See Nora Cole. Phone 409-W.
•

axial.

WRESTLING
THURSDAY
at
,Yes sir ... it's almost that simple.
Just phone and tell us how much

NIGHT

8:00 O'clock

City Auditorium

you need . . . and we can probably have the money ready when
you come in. No annoying de-

-

PARIS, TENN.

MAY- 17.

Sponsored by V.F.W

-raft. No instuiries to friends or
relatives Your signature and a
steady income are the principal
requirements. It's the simple business-like way to solve your financial problems. Phone or come in

..1‘
"

1)••••A ••••...•
-0 S P., cm

Advance Seat Sale at
Fry Drug Co.

A.4.a ••• 'Ac

1106.1'

•
-

•••••=mmounor

ABBIE an' SLATS

Oh-Oh!

Look

Who's Here!

By Rikebt; Vas aureir
RL5. rm
'RE THE R ,CssP4
BECKY. VJE C.10 STEADY

SUE -5HE'S

ROWLAND
Refrigeration
Service

today!
UP TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY

r4T1-1 CHARLIE AND

5LATS. CHARLJE
MINE. WE'D LIKE
TO TALK -ro YOU.

Commercial Yid Domestic

anteNistate .ulAN cORPORAIION

Paris and Supplies
Work Guaranteeri

NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
506 Main Street : Murray
PHONE lIPS
M. C. ELLIS. Mgr.

Nagel

Ifighvia30 At s‘c.tmorr

PHONE 9934

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
LI'L ABNER

The Boar of Directors

By Al Capp

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK'

•
Ss-

SALES REPORT FOR MAY 11, 1948

891

Total head sold
Gond Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality
Butcher Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows
Canners and Cutters
Stock Cattle
Milk Cows, per head • .
One Holstein Cow

$

25.00- 28.50
20.00- 24.00
20.00- 27.50
19.00- 25.00
12.00- 18.00
20.00-26.00
00.00-200.00
246.00

Fancy Veals
No. 1.Veals
s; •
No. 2 Veal....

PORK IS IN A SLUMP BECAUSE OF OUR

MY IJFE, GENTLEMEN -IS

PORK'?- I EAT SLEEP AND
(,."-ANDPOR
BREATHE
WHEN SOMETHING HURTS
PORK -IT HURTS PIE .r.r

243,60
27.00
22.80

N\\

ADVERTISING.C?' I'M NOT GOING TO SQUEAL
ON AO'(- BUT THAT PICTURE OF A
DrSCCVRAED-LOOKin* PIG WE USE AS OUR
LABEL - HAS NO APPEAL!? THE THEME-GRUNT
OF OUR RADIO SHOW --THE HOuR OF LARD'HAS A VERY LOW 1460PER RATING!! AND,
OUR STAR,LARRY PORKS- IS JUST A HAM PT
•

HOGS
180 to 240 pounds
245 to 260 pounds
280 to 300 pounds
155 to .170 pounds
130 to-1-50 pounds
Sows

21.00
20.00
17.56
wOr118.00
14.56 Down

•
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UCRY

Hardy Curd Honored • LOCAL'S
78th Birthday
Everett. Jones, a- the Ben W- 1) c.
With Dinner Sunday, lin Store is in St. Louis on a busi-

Miss- Hazel Jones Is Married To Chief -Petty
Officer Raymond Heck At M. E: Church Sun.

.••

• Mrs Alice 'Jon(s. 303'Naith 14th . suit by Hundmacher and White acStreet.. announces. the, marriage of cessories. H.hat was of white
her , youngest daughter. Hazel, of straw with flowers and green veilMemphis. to Rayrovr:al David Heck, ing. She wore a corsage of %%lite
thief petty officer United Slates i roses.
Navy.
I Mrs. Hugh Thomason, Nashville,
The double ring ceremony was ' eater :of the bride, was matron of
the First Methodist' Church _ twricir. - -She
read
- - _ an aqua Monarch
- - chose
in tee presence i.f Se family and , suit with black accesories. Her cora few close relatives' and friends, sage was of pink carnations.
''''
at noon -Sunday, May 9, with the
Little Miss Mary Belle Robertson,
Rev Geotge W. Bell. pastor of the niece of the bride, was flower girl.
-church. officiating.
She wore a white dress. hand emAs the guests assembled a pro- broidered in pastel colors around
gram of music was preeented by the hemline and at the neck.
Miss .+ Charlotte Durkee. organist.
Chas. S. Robertson, brothereM.
and Richard Farrel. fiflinist.
law of the bride, served as best man.
During the pledging
the vows
After 3- buffet -hieleenu served-or
Mies Durkee played -Liebestraum" the home of the bride's mother
by Liszt. Mr. Farrel sang -Tbe to the bridal party and awned:ate
Lord's Prayer" by Malone.
members of the family, the couple
...te (*lanes. left for Memphis. The bride chose
The t
and white
b
for traveling alack
crepe print suit with black accessories.
After May 12 they will make
them home in California. where
Main
Chief Heck will be stationed at the
San.lalego Naval Base.

1

HAYS & FIELDER
16th and
QUALITY FOODS

•

•

'more
rs.
r.
A
Al'
Entertain Sungay At
—
Birthday Dinner.

and
Refrigerated FRUITS
and VEGETABLES
()PEN UNTIL 7:00 P.
•

A birtheily 'dinner was given at
the home of Mr., and Mrs. Doyle
Gailimore Sunday in honor of their
son. Juranhe. also for Cherles Attebury and Mrs. Brent Flood.
Those present were Mr and Mrs.
Robt -Byars of Paris. Tenn. Mr
arid Mrs Charles Attebury and son
Jimrite.. Mr. and Mrs. Cirri's Byars
of Hazel. Mr. and Mrs Roy Vaughn
and. children Jean. Jerry and Di-a-sr
on
anne. Mrs. Hoyt 1Wriiiii
of Golden Pon,. Mr. arid Mrs
-jr-Palitliall send chtlitreri Edward. Evelyreand Dudley of Hazel
Mr and Md. Freeman Flood' of
Golden Pond. Mes. Palyna Lily of
Pleasant Hill. Mr and Mrs_ _Br
Flood and little daughter Janice of
Puryear, Tenn. Mr and Mrs_ Jim
Byars and children Danny and
Ronnie of Paris. Tenn.
A delicious basket dinner was
enjoyed bj
•••

HENDON
Welding and
Machine Shop
_

in LaWn
Mower Sharpening

Specializing

North Fourth

'WHITEWAY
Service Station
Texaco Gas and Oil

•

e

'Washing. Greasing and
Brakes

E had supper (it is sapper in
W
Louisiana, not dinner) a Wile
later in the

big dining room just
behind the west drawing room Old
sever, winch had been the property
of Lavinia's great - great - grandmother sparkled in the ivory light
of the candelabra.
Nothing of importance happened
at supper, except that I met Henri
AMELIA REYNOLDS LONG
Dupres
and his father, who had
••••••••••
5..',•••••
motored out from New Orleans to
When Katherine ("Peter") Pi- that sort of worshipful, soulful ex- spend the evening.
The moment I met Gaston Duper. mystery-story writer. re- pression. And she east plain despres. I knew exactly what is meant
ceives a letter fri.sn a former pies him. Peter, It's pathetic."
by
the terms "rake" and "roue "
college classmate, the aristocra"Perhaps it'll work out all right
tic Lavinia Dumont of Louisiana. after they're married," I suggested Bobby's description of him as "a
perfectly scandalous old man"
asking her to be a bridesmaid at hopefully:
well, though he had a cerLavinia's wedding to Henri Do-I'm afraid 'not. Lavinia Isn't
oms. she's surprised, for the last the type who would come to love a tain amount of charm in a blatant
sort
of
way.
He was conscious of
she heard was that Lavinia was man she doesn't respect. She's
engaged , to Dudley Keith • got to have someone she can look his own grossness and inferiority
to the Dumonts. and he seemed to
young doctor. She sets out for up to."
Louisiana and, on arriving at
"Like her cousin Amedee, for in- revel in it. Or. I wondered upon
Grand Pre, nearest railroad sta- stance?" I asked. before I could second thought, did he revel in the
fact that one of them was being
tion to the Dumont beetle. live stop myself
Oaks. she's met by Lavinia's
Bobby shook her head. "No. humbled into marrying his son?
He was in the habit of consuming
cousin. Amedee Dumont. a de- She looks upon Amedee the same as
cidedly handsome young man. though he were her brother. If large amounts o/ calomel and raw
On the drive to Live Oaks, she you want to know what I believe whiskey-"to guard against magets the impression that he is op- it's that she's still in love with Dud- laria," he explained. That might
have been true in the case of the
posed to the approaching wed- ley Keith.'
ding and that he dislikes the
I had finished the battle with my calomel. but I had my doubts about
bridegroom. Henri Dupres. even el:Masks by that time; and so, hav- the whiskey.
Henri was wholly unlike his
though the latter is his half- ing committed the unpardonable
brother. She wonders a /tether breach of etiquette of discussing father, both In appearance and in
he himself is in love with La- our hostess In her own house, Bob- manner. Except that his hair possessed not the slightest suggestion
vinia. Shortly after her arrival by and I went downstairs.
of a wave, he resembled Amedee:
at Live Oaks, Roberta,("Bobby")
Brennon. another college class- IN the hour before supper, Lavinia but the resemblance, to use a
strictly
feminine simile, was that of
mate on hand for the wedding,
showed _us around the grcamds.
eomes to her room. Bobby reveals or rather, around that part of them an inexpensive copy of a Parts
that Lavinia broke her engage- immediately adjoining the house. model. The one thing he had in
ment to Dudley Keith two months Tae rest of them consisted of a common with hes father was his
before. "But she isn't marrying small patch of farmland on one consciousness of inferiority, which
Henri tc spite Dudley." she adds. side, and a cypress swamp on the he strove to hide and consequently
made all the more apparent.
"She's doing it to recoup the other.
I soon noticed what Bobby had
family fortune."
In addition to the main house. described as the "hound dog exthere were several smaller out- pression" whenever he looked at
CHAPTER III
buildings. Including a spring house. Lavinia Throughout the evening,
BOBBY continued. "Lavinia a carriage house and the old slave she
treated him with the same imilasn't a cent: and if she quarters. These last consisted of a personal condescension that she
narrow,
row
of
lean-to
cabins
with
might have used toward one of the
doesn't do something quickly, porches.
There were about eight
she'll lose Live Oaks for back or nine of them, all deserted now servants, but Henriappeared
neither to care nor to notice. A
taxes. Amedee can't help her, except the nearest one, which was cuff on the cheek,
I Imagined.
because he hasn't any money, occupied by Messy-Lena and her would have been nearly as welcome
husband.
Joseph.
the
butler.
to him as a pat on the head if it
either. So she's marrying
''Tomorrow," Lavitsia said, asire came from Lavinia. It was, again
Henri. His father, Gaston Du- were turning back toward
the. ta quote Bobby, pathetic.

Mr. and Mrs.'Charles V. Firmer
I left" yesterday to visit their son
Charles V Farmer. Jr. and family
in Rock Island. Ill. Mr. Farmer
is a professor in the school of
music- in Rock Island and will
direct his .syrriphory 'orchestra in
a concert this week. His parents
are planning to attend.

Adjusting

Firestone Tires & Tubes
Phone 9124
nth and Main Street

J. C. Brewer, Mgr.

FOR FAST CAB
SERVICE

3

PHONE 41

t6,1

Acuff on the cheek -frank! hare been as welcome to him as
a pat on the head if it came from Lavinia.

“Courtesy First"

pres, who is a perfectly scandalous old man, made all kinds
of money in oil several years
ago. I know it all sounds like
something they used to put on
the stage back in the clays
when Drancima was a girl, but
It's plain, hard fact."

MURRAY CAB CO
SIXTH AND MAIN
Cohoon, Owner-Operator

Vernon

VARSITY

WEDNESDAY

"THE BURNING CROSS"

•

Also Last Day For "KENTUCKY DERBY" News

THURSDAY and FRIDAY
ROBERT

?AVIAR
HIGHTENSION
- flOMANCI

)

AUDREY

TOTTER, MARSHALL

WA LL
DORODIT PATRICK • H. I. WARNER
WARNER ANDERSON
A METRO-GOLDWYN•MATER PICTURE

ADDED FEATURETTE
ego PRESENT

YEARS OF
ACADEMY AWARDS

presided. The regular traeine
Couples Bridge Club tron.
business was attended to and the
degrees of the Order was conferMeets-Monday.At cm turn candidates.
Wendel BinklgY Horne: redForty-five
persons were present
•The.Morrthly Couples bridge club Including visitors__ _from the Almet at eight o'clocie Monday even- ford. Hardin and Detroit ehapters
Those serving awing the social
ing with Mr and. Mrs. Wendell
Hinkley at Abell' home on Payne ahour were Mesdames Ila Mae Copelend. Edna Parker.. Phil Mitchell
Street,
The hostess. asasted by Mrs. Cecil and Rachel Boggess
• • •
Farris. served a delightful dessert
course to the following. Messrs. and
Mrs. Ed Filbeck has returned
Misdames Rex Syndergaard. James from' a visit in Memphis with her
C, Williams,.' Cecil Farris. Dr.' and daughter. Mr11.• B. D. Hall.
Mrs A H Kopperud. arid guests
Mr and Mrs. Don Hackett. mid -the
Binkleys
COOK and HEAT with
Prizes for high went to Mrs
Hackett and Dr. Konperud.1
• ••

PROPANE GAS

Eastern Star
Chapter Meets At
Masonic-Hall

1 he Gas that's different, does
not smoke or 'ala's do's n In
cold a eather

MURRAY GAS and

APPLIANCE CO.
Murray Chapter 433 0.E S, Order
of the Eastern Star, held its regular
1212 MAIN ST.
meeting last night at.the Miisonir
hall.
Mrs. Edna Parker, worthy ma- I 1111111111

Thursday. May 13
The South Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of Mrs.
Cleve Calhoun,
Tuesday, May 15
The following circles of the
W S.C.S. of the Methodist Church
will meet at 3 o'clock:
Circle I. -Mri. N. A. Waldrop,
chairman,
with
Mrs.
Leonard
Vaughn. Cuhostesses will be Mrs.
Helen Lassiter and Mrs. V. E. Windsor with Mrs.
R. Putnam, program leader.
Circle II, Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
chairman. with Mrs. D. L. Divelb.iss. Cohostess will be Mrs. R. J.
Hall and program leader, Mn. Tetley,
Circle III, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes,
chairman, with Mrs. E. W. Riley.
Mrs. L. E . Owen will be program
leader.

ANNOUNCING THE START
- of-Construction of

IRVIN COBB RESORT, Inc.
Located on Sugar Creek Embayment
Kentucky Lake,' Calloway County, Ky.

COLLEGE CALENDAR
May 12, Wednesday-Honor Day in
chapel.
May 12. Wednesday-Dance at Carr
health building, featuring Johnny Long's orchestra
alla7_13, Thursday-Phi Mu Alpha
American music contest
May 20, Thursday-Recital, Ola May
Cathey Harrell, soprano; William
Sloan, piano, recital hall.'

Soon to be one of Kentucky's Finest
VACATION, FISHING AND HUNTING RESORTS
Supervision By
Earl

A. Woods

Cecil H. Genslinger

Charley C. Vanaoor

I

MMI,
•••••••••.m....dm.....m........•=1•••••••••••...m.- mele............m................a.......mm....m..

Mrs. 0. B. Bocsne ---,—
Entertains Members Of Eastern Star

REMEMBER YOUR GRADUATE

Mrs. 0. B. Boone entertained in
her lovely new home Monday evening in honor of members who
participated in the special ad- ,
dress given at the recent inspection"'
of the local chapter of the order.
HE following morning, we all of the eastern star.
drove to New Orleans for the
Artistic arrangements of spring
Mardi Gras. I wish I dared stop flowers added
to the elegance of
here long enough to describe prop•
erly that miracle of fairyland come the beautiful house.
During the evening bingo conto life, in which a whole city becomes young again: but I'm afraid tests and games were enjoyed.
that, if I let myself get started. the Prizes were presented to Mrs. Rickrest of this story would become in- man, Mrs. Farris, Mrs. Churchill.
definitely aide-tracked. So I'll limit
Mrs. Klapp, Mrs. Tolley, Mrs.
myself to a few paragraphs.
The streets positively glittered. Buckingham. Mrs, Crawford and
Green. yellow and purple, the car- Miss Wyre.
nival colors, were everywhere: and
During the party the addenda
practically every man. woman and presented Mrs. R. H. Robbins
child had put aside ordinary and Mrs. Boone with gifts from
clothes for the fantastic costumes
of masquerade. There were Harle- the guests.
A pretty salad plate was served
quins, whole companies of ballet
girls, weird animals, characters to the following.
from history: in fact, just about
Mesdames: Ray Buckingham, W.
everything imaginable.
L Polly, Phil Mitchell. H.iyden
We ourselves did not mask.' In- Rickman, Hubert Dunn,
Guthrie
stead, we viewed the proceedings
from a little iron-railed balcony Churchill, Nix Crawford, Curtis
of the building where Gaston Copeland, Lowry Parker. Albert
Crider, A. G. Walton, Hubert FarDupres had his officea
After the noon parade of the ris, William Furches, R H. RobKrewe of Rex-which was a pro- bins. Freed Cotham, Norman
cession of elaborate floats, drawn, Klapp,
Miss Berlene Wrye and
incidentally, by mules'-we went
on a sight-seeing tour through the Mrs. Boone.
Vieux Carre, which is the old
Mr. Emery Hook. Jr. of DeFrench Quarter. Here, where traffic is always banned for the day troit, Mich.. has been visiting his
of the Mardi Gras, we traveled on parents Mr. and Mrs Emery Hook
foot, visiting the so-called of Stella over the
weekend.
"Haunted Howse." the old St. Louts
••
Cathedral. the Napoleon House.
Mr. James Jones left Monday for
and a score of other equally fasHighland Park. Mich.
cinating places.
Finally, we went to Gaston Dupres' home for supper: that is. all
except Amedee. Who made some
excuse about having a matter of
business to attend to, and bowed
himself off, promising to rejoin us
for the evening parade of the Matfett Krewe of Comus
I couldn't help wondering, as he
left us. just what sort of business
matters he could attend to on that
day, when all places of business
appeared to be closed: and whethet
his real reason wasn't a distaste
for breaking bread In the house of
a man he so plainly despised He
had been little more than civil to
Gaston all of the afternoon.

house. "Henri and his father have
invited us all to be their guests for
the Mardi Gras in New Orleans.
The next day. If there's time, we'll
go for a picnic, in the swamp. I
want you to see it. Peter.""
"I'd like to." I answered, looking
off to where its lush, twisted
growth seethed to cast a shadow of
twilight even beyond Hs boundar"Poor Lavinia"' I exclaimed, and ies. although the sun -was still
felt a Ittle strange. The actea of within an hour of setting.
feeling sorry for the proud Lavinia looks promising."
Dumont seemed somehow incon, 'Bobby laughed. -I know what
ous
Peter's thinking! She's thinking
"I'm not so sure but that it •hat a perfect setting It would
oughtn't to be 'poor Henri;" Bob- make for a murder mystery."
(To be continued)
by ansaered. "Has crazy about
"I'm afraid
was" I admitted.
her: you can tell It whenever he But It's already been done in all (The characters in this serial are
looks at ner-the way a hound dog the pulp magazines so I supposefiCflflOURY
looks at its master sometimes, wittil'd better let It alone."
Copyright. IRO. by Phoenix Prow
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Social Calendar

ness trip.
•••
Relatives gathered at the home
of Hardy Curd near .Hazel, in honor
Mr. and Mrs. Nucl. Kemp haye
of his 78th birthday on May 9. A returned home after a several days
bountiful' dinner was served to the visit in Missouri.
••
following:
..
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy . Curd, Mr. - Mrs. Mayme Randolph, Mr. and
and Mrs. Gardner Currie Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Whitaker were dinner
Mrs. Conard Malcom and small guests of Mrs. Margaget Terrell,
grandson. Mr. and Mrs. Sid Curd. Paducah, Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Salmon, Mr
and Mrs T. G. Curd. John Curd,
LADIES: READ THIS!
Laura Jeanette Curd, Hardy Phil- Unwanted hair removed instantly
ip Curd.
from (ace, arms, legs with Flash
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ellison, Mr. Hair Remover. Removes the entire
arid 'hair above and below the skin stir
d m
sr alintr.
j. L.Tolbert
and Mrs
E rt Carr,
face. Harmless - leaves skin p.
Mrs.
'smooth. You caret loee. Mot
Loyd Ratterree, Ben Ellison. Jackie and
promptly refunded if hair gross
Malcolm. Carolyn, Suzanne and 1-back after third application with no
'
Patsy
postpaid
, adnd
t:
n
y 1a
in
j
C
Curd,
uunricr, JaCne
,'M
urdAnnIA
cin
U.ce
S. $2Serd
ueybl
thePri
wihoenrseaisnked
Salmon, Clara, Fay and Gary Linn . M. 0. to:
I Reaulyeraft Products Inept.
Ellison.
•
MI)
Afternoon callers were Mrs. Gar- ; Box 29, N.D.G. Post Office, Mon.
yin Curd and son.
.
i treat, Canada.
..
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NURSERY
FLORiire.OIFTWOPPE
800 OuvE—PuoNe 364-J

Womaa's old problem
by 2-way help
relieved
wist,

to do for woman's oldest problem,
hownotial monthly pain? Many a girl and
woman has found the answer In CARpurl 3-way help. You las. CaltriIII way
make things lots easier for you in either
of two ways: (II started 3 days before
"your time- and taken as directed on the
label. It ahoold help relieve functional
periodic pain. (2) taken throughout the
*Month like a tools, It should improve your
appotas. aid digestion, and thus help
bona up resistance for the trying days to
rows CAROM la scientifically prepared
and scientifically Meted If you Puffer
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